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Using AntConc to 
Answer Historiographical 
Questions
Michelle Moravec @professmoravec
Daring to be Bad 1989
Echols' trajectory of radical feminism's decline 
into cultural feminism one of the most influential 
interpretations of the women's liberation 
movement. 
My Project
Off Our Backs " the best-known newspaper of 
the 'radical feminist' " family and Chrysalis a 
magazine of women’s culture conceived of by 
Rennie and Grinstead as a “new national  
feminist magazine.”  They claimed OOB left 
behind radical feminist movement to focus on 
intra-movement schisms from a “predominantly 
male left perspective.” 
Women's Periodicals in the United States: Social and Political Issues 
Digital analysis
word frequency = # times word appears
collocates = words that appear together at 
frequency greater than random chance
clusters = words that appear together
keywords = unusually frequent words in a 
corpus when measured against reference 
corpus
What does digital reveal?
Critical discourse analysis, defined by Van Dijk 
as "the way social power abuse, dominance, 
and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and 
resisted by text and talk in the social and 
political context." 
Are there/what are similarities & differences in 
discourses of OOB & Chrysalis?
TEUN A. VAN DIJK  Critical Discourse Analysis
culture in context
follow "culture" through OOB & Chrysalis
word frequency
collocates
cluster
concordance
keyness 




Nature
Keyword for Chrysalis, strongly associated with 
definitions of cultural feminism
Frequency 348
nature of top collocate & cluster 
oob 215 (#817)
less frequent in larger corpus
"Nature of" also top collocate & cluster


video of talk
available here
Presentation Notes: 
 
Thank two people Heather Froelich and Whitney Esson as well 
as the many many digital historians and humanists mostly on 
twitter who helped me along the way.  Started this during my 
sabbatical last year 
Started out working on this question about women’s culture in 
the early 1990s had the same question 20 years later origins of 
this idea.  I had a pretty good idea after so many years of 
working with primary sources.  In particular addressing 
historiographical question, what happened to women’s 
liberation, centering on this idea advanced in the late 1980s that 
something called cultural feminism derailed the women’s 
movement historically, while at same time feminist theorists 
argued cultural feminism was shody theory.  According to 
historian Alice Echols “cultural feminism insisted on women’s 
essential sameness to each other” “vilified” male “values”and 
“valorized” female bonding (244) and “evaded” rather than 
‘engaged” patriarchy.”(5) The year before, Linda Alcoff argued 
cultural feminism “is an ideology of a female nature or a female 
essence used to “revalidate undervalued female attributes” 
Connected to Daly female energy Rich the female body 
Started looking at various digital ways of answering this first 
google books, then academic digitized periodicals, finally 
started digitzing my own, but still wasn’t sure what I could do 
with them.  I considered topic modeling but the more I got into 
things I realized I wanted to know HOW talked not just what 
they talked, which got me to corpus analytics and critical 
discourse analysis 
Deconstruct to reconstruct, literally take apart these documents 
into their constituent elements, words the look at various 
relationships.   Added benefits of doing what I started doing as 
an oral historian during my undergraduate honors finding a way 
to capture what I believed to be most important about women’s 
liberation movement, the way it transformed society in broad 
reaching and wide spread ways, which get lost in histories that 
reduce movement to certain people or groups (as we saw 
recently in PBS makers documentary) 
Not much interested in definitions of digital history although 
admit a partiality to that of Princeton’s’ center for digital 
history, we find connections, was digital does is allow me to 
find things that I couldn’t do with the my brain alone, which I 
got from Ted Underwood, as well as to look for that which is not 
there as much as what is there from Heather.  
 
So here was a new methodology I could use on sources . CDA 
Critical discourse analysis, defined by Van Dijk as "the way 
social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, 
reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and 
political context." 
 
Could I take an established way to look at discourse in 
linguistics, could I find a grammar of women’s liberation, to 
figure out were various activists speaking the same language? 
Are there/what are similarities & differences in discourses of 
OOB & Chrysalis? 
Introduce terms 
word frequency = # times word appears 
collocates = words that appear together at frequency greater than 
random chance 
clusters = words that appear together 
keywords = unusually frequent words in a corpus when 
measured against reference corpus 
OOB 1837 Files, 1525881 words 
Chrysalis 156 files, 734,479 words 
date matched Oct 1978 to April 1980 
walk though spreadsheet collocates clusters 
 
is 70% similar enough to say speaking the same language in 
both periodicals?  What about 50% similar?  What about how 
language is used as revealed by keyness and concordances? 
